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‘

While we have settled into a different way
of delivering services amidst the COVID-19
pandemic, it has been lovely to watch how
much stronger and more connected we have
become as a community.
Martin Porteous, Joint CEO

’
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Inala’s 2020 Annual Report provides a summary of
our operations during the 2019–20 financial year.
It also reflects the stories within our community; the
many individual achievements at Inala throughout
the year; and the range of opportunities for all to
re-imagine possibilities to create, connect and grow.

Celebrating Individuality

Susan feeding a magpie in her backyard during lockdown.

‘

Our approach is based on the belief
that each person has the ability and the
right to impart meaning and direction to
their own life. We support this through
relationships of openness, respect and
collaboration to create opportunities that
respond to the changing needs of the body,
soul and spirit.
Inala Ethos

’

Founded together with families in 1958, Inala remains committed
to providing the highest quality support to individuals living with
disability through our individualised and flexible Accommodation,
Day and Community Supports.
Inspired by the work of Rudolf Steiner, our human-centred
approach recognises the unique abilities and contributions of
each person. We are proud of our reputation for excellence and
are known for the warmth and individual support we show each
individual and their family.
We are especially grateful for the support and strength of our
wider community, which enables us to provide each person with
opportunities for personal growth, skills development,
self-esteem, independence and community involvement.

How has the work of Dr Rudolf
Steiner influenced Inala?
Dr Rudolf Steiner (1861–1925) was an Austrian-born
educator, artist and philosopher. Our founding
inspiration, based on his work, is a picture of a human
being as a unique individual who enters the world
with a unique destiny to create a life of meaning,
purpose and relationships through bodily, soul and
spiritual capacities. We recognise the spiritual nature
and wholeness of individuals regardless of ability or
disability, gender, race, creed or background, and we
cherish the authentic personal relationships that are
at the heart of a human-centred community.
Music Therapy has always been an integral part of Inala’s unique approac

h.
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Inala in a Snapshot
Our APPROACH is based
on the belief that each
person has the ability and
the right to create meaning
in their own life. We support
each individual participants’
personal aspirations,
development and direction.

Our VISION is for a
community that is conscious
of all its members and
where each individual is
able to make their
unique contribution.

PROACH
P
A

VISION
VA LU E S

M ISSIO N

Our VALUES are love;
empathy and compassion;
respect for the individual;
integrity; and creativity
and innovation.

Our MISSION is to provide the
highest quality, human-centred
services that recognise and
support the abilities, aspirations
and development of individuals
living with disability.

Inala is a community providing the highest quality support to individuals
living with disability. Inspired by the work of Rudolf Steiner, we recognise the
individuality, contributions and gifts of each human being.
We are a community that supports every individual to have the opportunity to
CREATE lives of meaning, CONNECT with one another and the wider community,
and GROW to discover what’s possible.

202

CLIENTS

67

RESIDENTS

271

supported through
Day Services

supported across
14 homes

committed to making
a difference

STAFF
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Chairman’s Report

running, agreed to match donations to our end of
financial year appeal. They also reached out to a number
of their friends to support the appeal, which saw a record
amount of almost $425,000 raised. These funds are
being applied to our Accommodation Appeal which has
now reached $3 million of our target of $4.5 million. I am
pleased to report that we purchased our first property
with the proceeds of the appeal in Castle Hill and are well
advanced with our architects in the planning of a purpose
built home for up to five clients.
I would also like to congratulate Gail Marshall on her
OAM received this year in recognition of her services to
charities and in particular to Inala. Without Gail’s support
and indeed her colleagues on the Functions Committee
over several decades, Inala would not have been able to
provide the quality of services that we do.

It is not an exaggeration to say that 2020 has been the
most challenging year in Inala’s history.
Whilst our policies and procedures provided initial
guidance in the actions required to protect our clients
and staff from a wide spread community infection we had
never envisaged a health event on the scale and for the
duration that we have experienced with COVID-19. When
faced with the outbreak our Executive team quickly
formed a Pandemic Committee, established protocols
and commenced a communication program with the
Inala community to keep us abreast of developments
and their decisions on how best to protect and support
our clients and staff in this unprecedented event.
Recognising the vulnerabilities of our clients these
protocols were implemented with as much sensitivity
to their and their family’s needs as was possible in the
circumstances. That at the time of writing none of our
clients has been infected despite the emergence of a hot
spot at Tangara School next door to our Cherrybrook
campus is a fantastic achievement.
All of our staff deserve huge praise and appreciation for
the dedication in the face of long periods when our day
services were redesigned and our residential clients were
confined to their homes. Thankfully we have moved
beyond this period and our services are operating almost
as normal, albeit with a heightened vigilance and strict
observance of protocols. Martin and Rebecca provide
more detail on our response to the pandemic in their
report.
COVID-19 has also had a major impact on our local
community engagement and fundraising program
with all events apart from our golf day at Bonnie Doon
cancelled. In these circumstances we were incredibly
fortunate that the Marshall family, for the second year
4 • Inala Annual Report 2020

I mentioned above the dedication of our staff during the
upheavals caused by COVID-19. The dedication, flexibility
and commitment of Inala staff noted above is at the heart
of Inala, and has always been so. During the year two
of the individuals who personify this approach, Daniel
Puttlitz and Joanne Schofield, announced that they are
moving to Queensland and therefore leaving us after 20
and 10 years of service respectively. Most recently, Daniel
has been a member of the Executive team for a number
of years as Manager of North West Day Services and Jo
has been an integral member of the team at Wandana.
We thank them and wish them and their family the very
best for their sea change.
Finally I would like to thank my board colleagues,
including Caroline Jones who joined the Board in August,
for their contribution throughout the year. In particular,
I thank our Treasurer John Rumpler whose report I
recommend to you and former chairman Richard Gibb
AM who has now been a member of the Inala Board for
the last 38 years.

Bill Best | Chairman

Our Board of Directors
The members of the Board have a broad range of
knowledge and experience in many business and
commercial areas to support the vision and governance
of Inala.
Members from top left to bottom right:
Judith Howard, John Rumpler (Treasurer), Kim Nicholas,
Caroline Jones, Richard Gibb AM, John Wilshire, Ian Copp,
Bill Best (Chairman), Kimberly Holden, Tina Lee.

Blanche d’Alpuget at Inala’s first Market Day.

A Message from our Patron
The past year has delivered an extraordinary variety of
ups and downs, but despite them Inala has continued to
flourish. When the annual Fair had to be cancelled, it was
a delight to be able to attend the first Inala Market Day in
November. At the time, none of us knew the market day
would be the last in-person event for the year: in March,
COVID turned everything upside down.
I am more proud than ever to be patron of Inala, having
watched the organisation’s diligent response to the
pandemic and its level of highly inventive care and support
for clients during these tumultuous times. With so much
change across the organisation through this period, Inala’s
staff—from carers to administrators and through to the
management team—are all to be commended for ensuring
that everyone at Inala has been kept safe and well. Their
actions highlighted the core values of Inala and spoke

volumes about the strength of our community.
Not only has that community’s strength been shown
over the past year, so has its superb generosity. This
open-handedness has led to a wonderful achievement
in the progress of the Accommodation Appeal. Already
plans are underway to construct the first home, so that
more individuals may experience the support and sense
of belonging that is intrinsic to Inala.
I look forward to being reunited in person to the Inala
family at the next event—hopefully in the not too distant
future. Until then, I’ll continue to watch on with pride as
our organisation and clients continue to blossom.

Blanche d’Alpuget | Patron
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Joint CEO Report

quality of life and opportunities for all the individuals we
support is ongoing and remarkable. Some of the many
achievements this year have been:
•

•

•

As we reflect on the year 2019-20, we look at all the
wonderful achievements and resilience of Inala and
our community, even in some very unprecedented
times. The Inala community’s ability to Create, Connect
and Grow has really shone through over the past year;
through the unwavering support of clients, staff and
families. We radically redesigned service delivery to adapt
to the impact of COVID-19 and to keep everyone safe
whilst continuing to provide meaningful activities to keep
us active and engaged throughout COVID-19 lockdowns.
We have found new ways to connect to friends and
family, and the strength and resilience of our community
has grown immensely. Inala continues to be nurtured
by the relationships and support of all those connected
with it. Highlighted in this report are some of the many
developments over the past year.
Inala’s Accommodation Appeal was launched during
our 60th anniversary celebrations as part of Inala’s
commitment to meeting the needs, often significant and
longstanding, of individuals requiring accommodation in
a home of their own. The aim of the appeal is to raise $4.5
million to build two purpose-designed homes in the Hills
area. After an incredibly successful end of financial year
appeal, made even greater by the matched contributions
from the Marshall Family, we have now passed the $3
million milestone and purchased the first block of land
with architectural designs well underway. We are truly
grateful for the generosity and all gifts from supporters
and donors to Inala’s Accommodation appeal.
Inala Life Membership was presented to Ian Hyman
OAM and Edith and Peter Ormai for their significant
and longstanding individual contributions to Inala.
Congratulations and thank you for your commitment to
Inala over many years.
The personal initiative and daily commitment at all
levels of the wider Inala community to improve the
6 • Inala Annual Report 2020

•

The completion of renovations to St Michael’s in
preparation for the development of our new Mature
Age Day Service, which will provide flexible and
therapeutic options to support individuals at Inala as
they enter the next phases of their lives
We were thrilled to welcome Caroline Jones onto
Inala’s Board of Directors. Caroline has been a
supporter of Inala for a number of years and brings a
breadth of experience in marketing and fundraising
for not-for-profit organisations.
A morning tea for our long-term parents and family
members was held in December, which was a great
chance for everyone to catch up, reminisce and
revisit the beginning and early days of Inala. It was
also a chance to formally recognise Wilma Riley who
reached a fantastic milestone celebrating what would
have been her 50th Inala Fair.
Inala Life Member and founding Functions
Committee Member, Gail Marshall, was awarded the
Medal of the Order of Australia for her service to the
community through charitable initiatives. Gail has
been a wonderful supporter and advocate for Inala
for over 25 years, and her contributions to Inala have
been enormous and greatly appreciated.

Our sincere thanks to the commitment of all who
championed in different ways our events and fundraising
efforts throughout the year:
•

•

The annual Charity Lunch steered so magnificently
by Ian Hyman OAM and the Charity Lunch
committee, raised much needed funds which
contributed to the development of our new Mature
Age Day Service.
Our dear friends, the Marshall family, who have
provided enormous support through our appeals,
once again committed to matching donations to
Inala’s tax appeal this year, which resulted in a total
figure of over $420,000 being raised to go toward
the Accommodation Appeal – by far our most
successful tax appeal in Inala’s history.

The COVID-19 pandemic presented this year with many
challenges for clients, families, staff and supporters alike.
We are incredibly proud of how our community banded
together throughout this time. We were overwhelmed
by the amount of well wishes we received, along with
support from families and Inala supporters going above
and beyond for Inala. Sincere thanks - we could not
be more grateful. With a complete redesign of service
delivery for Day and Accommodation Services along

•

Inala families enjoying a trip down memory lane at our Morning Tea!

with other COVIDSafe measures, Inala’s clients and staff
showed incredible resilience, creativity and flexibility to
ensure the ongoing development of opportunities for
clients in all Inala services and homes, remains at the
heart of Inala’s work.
All of our journeys have their seasons, and we wish to
acknowledge the passing of several significant persons
whose lives and involvement have contributed to Inala in
many ways over many, many years.
•
•

Parents Shelagh Mattinson, Norma Gall, Pauline
Kemp and Yvonne Probert.
Long-term staff member Carlos Astudillo.

As part of Inala’s ongoing requirements to maintain
registration as a service provider under the NDIS, we
underwent the comprehensive NDIS Practice Standards
audit. We were incredible proud of the overwhelmingly
positive feedback we received, with auditors highly
commending Inala’s staff, management and Board for
their work and high-quality service delivery, processes
and systems.
Throughout the year the senior Executive and Board
continued to implement Inala’s strategic priorities as well
as new compliance requirements under the NDIS Quality
and Safeguards Commission. Some of the key and
continuing initiatives include:
•

With the assistance of Elton Consulting, liaising
with Council and Planning authorities to gain

•
•
•

•

greater clarity regarding the future landscape of the
Cherrybrook area, particularly in light of the opening
of the new Metro station at the corner of Castle Hill
and Franklin roads.
Progressed planning for a new service option
specifically oriented for our mature age clients
Staff training and all-area staff surveys
Development of a robust Quality Assurance process.
Commencing “Day family” forums in the North West,
which will expand also for our Eastern suburbs
families
Achieving “highly recommended” status from the
independent auditor as the outcome of our NDIS
Practice Standards Audit

We wish to acknowledge the tremendous support,
dedication and flexibility of our Executive team, all our
colleagues in all areas of Inala, families and supporters;
this year has truly demonstrated how resilient and
adaptable we are as individuals and as an organisation.
We especially thank the Inala Board, for its ongoing
dedication, expertise, guidance and commitment to the
Inala ethos and values.
Our dear colleagues Daniel Puttlitz and Jo Schofield have
graced us with their enormous contributions, generosity
of spirit, professionalism and care for over 20 years and
10 years each. They and their family will be relocating
at the end of the year to Queensland. We could say so
many things, but they would all amount to the deepest
heartfelt THANK YOU, and our wishes and enduring
friendship go with you.
Finally, our thanks to the remarkable individuals at Inala
who entrust us to provide support for their aspirations
and their lives. Amidst the incessant “curve balls” and
demands of being an “organisation”, you remind us each
day what a “community” is by always keeping it real.
Rebecca van Bilsen and Martin Porteous | Joint CEOs

Our Executive Team
With Joint CEOs Rebecca van Bilsen and Martin Porteous,
the Executive Team manages the main functions of Inala’s
Accommodation and Day Services and Community
Supports across the North West and Eastern suburbs
as well as Maintenance and Communications and
Engagement.
The Executive Team (from left to right): Daniel Puttlitz, North West Day
Services Manager; Lucy Regan, Communications and Engagement
Manager; Nathalie Neveu, Day Services Manager, Eastern Suburbs;
Rebecca van Bilsen, Joint CEO; Deryk Andrew, Finance Manager; Martin
Porteous, Joint CEO; Mario Borg, Property and Maintenance Manager;
Kerry Ballard, Accommodation Services Manager.
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Who We Are

‘

I enjoy living at Inala because it’s just like a normal home. We
have such friendly staff to work with us day by day and they look
forward to seeing you. The Dulkara staff make you feel welcome
all the time - it’s not just about doing craft work, it is like a family.
It is not just like they are paid to work, the staff treat you like
friends.

’

Leighton, Inala Resident

‘

Inala provides an outstanding service of care to people with
a range of physical and intellectual disabilities. The staff are
extraordinary in their dedication to the clients. As we grow older,
my wife and I live happily in the knowledge that our daughter’s
future wellbeing is so well assured. Thank you Inala.

’

Ian, Inala Parent

‘

Inala has a unique and client focused approach that embraces
the possibilities of each individual. It is an inspiration to share
the lives of others and to challenge myself to be adaptable to
each person’s needs. At the end of each day I have a sense of
meaningfulness, pride and perspective I haven’t achieved at any
other workplace. I feel so lucky to be able to support others to be
amazing, strong and capable.

’

Belinda, Inala Staff Member

‘

I’ve always been very impressed as to the dedication,
empathy and compassion that the staff and carers give at Inala.
In a world where courtesy and kindness are in decline, providing
love, affection and recognition to those with disabilities is
very rewarding. I’m very proud to have been a supporter and
everything the Functions Committee has achieved during the
past 28 years.

’

Gail, Inala Supporter
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What We Do
Inala Style Guide 2017

‘ Icons - Main
’

The very heart of Inala revolves around
truly knowing people as individuals so that
we can build authentic relationships. From
this, we can create a life of meaning and
connection for all.
Rebecca van Bilsen, Joint CEO.

Derek and Matthew wo

rking together on Clean

Up Australia Day

At Inala, we focus our expertise to enable each individual
to create a life of their own:
Day and Community
Supports

Accommodation
Based in the Hills district of Northern Sydney, 67 Inala
residents live in 14 homes and villas, each offering a warm
and friendly environment of friendship and belonging.
Residents are part of a nurturing community where
opportunities to connect with friends and family, and
contribute to the day-to-day running of their own home,
creates a rich, fulfilling experience.
Activities are developed from individual interests. Support
options involve:
• supported independent living
• specialised therapies
• supported holidays
• health and wellbeing
• lifestyle and activities

Inala offers opportunities that are tailored to each
individual in both community settings and purposedesigned facilities at Dulkara (Centre for Life Skills and the
Arts) in Cherrybrook, Mingara at Castle Hill, Wandana also
in Cherrybrook and Miroma in Kensington Park, Watsons
Bay and Vaucluse.
We support people of all abilities and facilitate the ongoing
development of each person through a vast range of
individually designed options and activities including:
• TAFE certificate courses
• independence, vocational and life skills training
• community involvement and participation,
including volunteering
• lifestyle and wellbeing programs and specialised
therapies
• creative art and craft programs

Personal growth, skills development, self-esteem, independence and genuine involvement
in the life of the community are all integral to Inala’s approach and highly valued.
Our services are further enhanced by:
ACTIVE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

SPECIALISED INDIVIDUAL THERAPIES

• volunteer programs

• music

• transport

• art

• support

• speech and drama

• travel

• eurythmy
• massage
Inala Annual Report 2020 • 9

Accommodation

‘

When she came to live at Inala I could
finally relax the vigilant involvement I’d had
in my daughter’s care. I can now trust she is
being shown love and given the support she
needs.

’

Inala Parent

Corinne using her new iPad

A home with Inala is a home in the true sense of the word: one that
nurtures the physical, mental and spiritual wellbeing of each person.
Based in Sydney’s North West, a home at Inala is based
on individual interests and residents are encouraged to
be as independent as possible in all areas of their life.
Everyone is supported to be actively engaged in and
contribute to the day-to-day running of their own home
– from preparing meals and completing domestic tasks

to contributing to activities like shopping, lawn mowing,
washing cars and cooking.
Fortnightly Home Committee Meetings provide the ideal
opportunity for each person to have their say about what
happens in their home, including outing and activity
choices as well as meal options.

YOUR HOME

LIFESTYLE

Actively participating in the running of your
home involves menu planning, shopping,
cooking, washing and cleaning, for example.

Enjoying a variety of leisure activities
such as gardening, exercise, music,
drama and sports.

FAMILY

HEALTHY LIVING

Family members visiting and taking part in
home life is an important part of building a
warm and welcoming community.

Exercising and keeping healthy are an
important part of supporting you in your
home.

FRIENDSHIPS

COMMUNITY

Developing friendships, encouraging
self-expression and supporting
independence. Each home is part of a
warm and supportive community.

Engaging in activities in the local
community including cultural events,
volunteer work, concerts, festivals and more,
gives a sense of place and community.

‘

Inala’s Accommodation Services represent a strong, connected community. It allows individuals
to continuously explore and grow. Living in Inala’s Accommodation Services means that each
individual is supported to have the opportunity to flourish in their own unique way. There’s a real
sense of affiliation which is constantly evolving; where you’re valued and appreciated for who you
really are. Accommodation Services create opportunities for social and cultural experiences for
individuals, where their involvement in the wider community assists in the development of
self-worth, self-esteem and pride in the accomplishment in all areas of their lives.
Ellessia, Accommodation Services Team Leader
10 • Inala Annual Report 2020

’

‘

I like being able to play my jazz
CDs while I am at home. In the
afternoon the cockatoo comes down
from the tree and takes his food
from the palm of my hand - I named
him Georgie the cockatoo.

’

Ian, a resident of Blue Gum

Houses are more than bricks and mortar for Inala residents; they are true homes.
Inala Annual Report 2020 • 11

Natalie and Josephine enjoying the sunshine at Fagan Park.

Life During Lockdown
2020 will certainly be a year for the history books! With
the COVID-19 pandemic and ensuing lockdowns, daily
life at Inala started looking quite different. Day programs
began being delivered in home for Inala residents and
family visits took place over FaceTime or Zoom. Regular
outings and shopping trips quickly became a thing of the
past and social activities became more home-based.
With more and more time being spent at home, some
innovation was needed to come up with new, COVID
aware activities that were still fun and meaningful;
with this innovation, the Accommodation MasterChef
Challenge was born.

The culinary creativity was clearly catching on, with some
homes opening up their own cafes in lieu of being able to
visit their usual favourites. Karimi and Coolamon both set
up shop in their yards; decorated with painted signs and
homemade pom poms, the pop up cafes made it easy to
enjoy a morning coffee and tea cake in the sunshine!
With social distancing restrictions, the beloved Inala
music concerts were no longer able to take place. Music
has always played a big part at Inala, so it was important
to find a way to ensure that the show could go on. With
the help and talents of Rebecca, Maria, Robyn, Ian and
Renee, Inala residents were treated to a score of outdoor,
socially distanced music concerts delivered right to their
doors!
While there were many ways in which we had to change
and adapt throughout the lockdown, the time has really
highlighted what a truly wonderful community exists at
Inala. It’s times like these that force us to slow down and
appreciate what’s around us. It pushes us to step out of
our routines and comfort zones and try new activities
and explore new ways to stay connected with family
and friends. It is clear that while some things may have
changed, our ability to create, to connect and to grow will
always stand true.

This was a great way to have some fun in the kitchen
and brush up on those cooking skills. Each week a new
challenge was set for Inala residents; a set list of core
ingredients to use or a theme to work with to create a
main meal or a dessert.
From puff pastries and pizzas to high teas and sushi, the
culinary talents of Inala residents have certainly shone
through!
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Lucy enjoying a Fac
eTime chat with he
r mu

m.

Surf’s Up!
On a beautiful summer
day in February,
a number of Inala
residents participated
in a special surfing
event organised by
the Disabled Surfers
Association at Collaroy
Beach. These events
offer so much to those
All smiles from Daryl after a great surf!
attending – a chance
for a challenge, new experiences, goals achieved and
of course, fun! For a number of people this was their
first time surfing. Everyone had a wonderful day in the
sand and surf, and many attendees chose to push their
boundaries and try something new with the support and
encouragement from both Inala staff and DSA volunteers.

Cheers to BBQ and Beers
Purchased as part of the auction prize at the 2019 Castle
Hill Golf Day, Dave and Kim from Good Neighbour
Plumbing along with their son Mark and friends David,
Ellen and Lorella, enjoyed a wonderful spring backyard
barbeque at Mulla Mulla/Orion.
It was clearly not an event to be missed with neighbours
from Banksia and Karimi also joining in on the fun! Ken,
Leighton, David, Gregory and Garry made excellent
hosts, proudly
showing of their
homes and
DIY projects,
particularly the
drawer dividers
they built for
their kitchen!

Cruising About
What started as an idea amongst friends, became a
reality in August 2019 as Joy, Peter, Bree and Susan
boarded the Carnival Spirit for a 3-day cruise.
The group cruised out of Sydney Harbour on a
beautiful sunny afternoon and were able to enjoy some
spectacular scenery from their balcony; particularly the
Harbour Bridge, the Opera House, Kirribilli House and
Pete’s mum’s home.

Gone
in’
Cruis

It was a wonderful
holiday and most of all
this was an opportunity
for four friends to spend
time together, to laugh,
stay up late and share
new experiences. All
important parts of
life which help us to
grow and develop as
individuals.

Milestones to Celebrate
This past year we have had many of our residents
celebrate great milestone birthdays! It is always a
great chance to throw a party, however some of these
looked very different due to the coronavirus pandemic
and the lockdown that followed it. Nevertheless we
always found a way to mark the occasion! Below are
some of the milestones celebrated this year.
Terrific 30 - Matthew S
Fabulous 40 - William M & Helen G
Fantastic 50 - Katie R
Sensational 60 - John H, Ken M & Christine B
One of our founding clients, Russell, celebrated his
77th birthday and founding parent, Susan, celebrated
her 90th birthday with son Geoffrey at Blue Gum!

Clean Up Australia Day
Inala residents were excited to take part once again
in the annual Clean Up Australia Day. It is a great
opportunity to give back to our local community. It was
lots of fun to get everyone together and contribute
to keeping our local parks clean and rubbish free,
particularly on a beautiful sunny Autumn morning!
It was especially pleasing to find less rubbish around
than last year. It is great to see everyone becoming more
aware of their environmental impact and doing their part
each day to keep our community clean.
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Day and Community
Supports

‘

Ultimately our focus is to create
moments, through memorable events or new
opportunities, that will shape each individual’s
experience of themselves.

’

Nathalie Neveu, Day Services Manager,
Eastern Suburbs

Richard with A Sound Life volunteers at Miroma.

Working together with individuals and their families, we are continually creating
and developing individualised lifestyle and community choices with a difference.
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT & VOLUNTEERING

SPECIALISED THERAPIES

Creating valuable connections and
participation in the community through social
outings, cultural activities and volunteering.

Self-expression, social connection and a
sense of wellbeing is enhanced through
art, music, speech, drama and movement,
rhythmic massage and eurythmy.

LIFE SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION & LEARNING

Developing greater independence and
understanding of life skills, including
budgeting and hospitality skills.

Participating in pre-vocational training,
TAFE certificate programs and learning
about computers and work life provides
opportunities to develop new skills.

CREATIVE ARTS & CRAFTS

Learning new skills and creating beautiful
art and crafts in well-equipped and purposedesigned spaces.

TRAVEL TRAINING

Developing greater independence
and confidence through travel skills.

HEALTH & WELLBEING

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Staying healthy by participating in a range of
exercise and leisure options and programs at
local community facilities.

Getting out and about in the community
and enjoying activities with friends is
important for a balanced life.
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Dulkara
Centre for Life Skills and the Arts

Dulkara, meaning rainbow, is a fully equipped,
architecturally designed arts and community hub in
Cherrybrook offering opportunities and support for
individuals to engage in a range of courses and activities
based on their interests and aspirations.
With more than 95 clients attending nearly 150
programs each week, Dulkara is a vibrant, busy arts
hub supported by 42 dedicated staff who provide
high-quality services, exciting activities and a centre of
creativity and warmth.

Bree and Angela felting some poppies for ANZAC Day.

beauty of life. Some of the favourites were Feature
Creatures, Nurragingy Reserve and Annangrove Nursery.
The Drama and Eurythmy group worked hard to put on
some amazing performances for the Spring Festival and
Christmas Carols, much to everyone’s enjoyment.

The show must go on!
Last year the Dulkara Film group were involved in the
creation of a short film for the Focus on Ability Film Festival.
Having had so much fun with creating this film, they have
continued on their creative film making journey!

The TAFE Ceramics class receiving their certificates.

With the changes to this year and the current film industry,
under the guide of Dulkara staff Pat and Marc, some of
the film group put together some wonderful short films
during lockdown. A big fan favourite was “The Visit” starring
Simon and Peter; it put a very funny spin on some unique
experiences from the year! Many of their videos have now
been added to our website for everyone to enjoy and have
been great to look back on during the year.

Artistic ventures
Talent is one thing that has never been in short supply
at Dulkara. It has been wonderful to expand our art
programs over the past year and explore some new skills
and techniques and work with different art mediums.
The Art Clay Silver/Polymer Clay program introduced
silver smithing techniques. Sue and Lachlan learned how
to use the jewellers saw frame to cut pieces out from
a sterling silver sheet to make some beautiful earrings
which were set with their clay pieces.

Sailing the seas
We had a group of adventurous sailors in Linda, John,
Katherine, David, Joy, Nicola, Dan, Lauren and Sue hit
the high seas and enjoy a day of sailing with Sailors with
disABILITIES. It was a wonderful day out on the harbour and
everyone had fun learning what it takes to be a sailor!

The Dulkara Sailing crew!

Pottery has always been a very popular art form at
Dulkara, with some beautiful pieces being made for our
Market Day and to sell through Rumples Café. This has
led to the formation of a new pottery TAFE group to
further the skills of our many talented artists.
To take the art out of the classroom, the photography
explored some new places to capture the everyday
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Mingara
Individualised Support for Young Adults

Located close to community facilities in Castle
Hill, Mingara provides a range of specialised
programs for young adults. Focusing on
all-round personal growth, we support
individuals to develop independence as well
as fundamental living and social skills. Support
is provided in the community, at our centre, or
from individuals’ homes.
Throughout this past year, Mingara has
continued its vital and collaborative work.
Our main objective for Mingara has been
to continue to provide opportunities that
maximise the strengths of each individual and
enhance independence while continuing to
contribute to and engage with our community.

Sruthi and Ato showing off their creations.

Creative crafts
It is always wonderful to find creative outlets that are fun
and result in beautiful products. Card making has always
been a big hit, as there are so many different ways to
create - cutting various shapes and layering pieces onto
the cards is sure to make a lovely creation.
Recently Mingara participants have tried their hands
at sewing. Some focused on creating specific items,
while others used the opportunity to explore colour and
textures; whatever the focus, the results were stunning
and everyone was very proud of their works!
Peter, Mark and Cochise have enjoyed furthering their
pottery skills at Dulkara, using their imaginations to create
some wonderful shapes for their projects. It has also been
a great opportunity to form new friendships with those
attending Dulkara.

Tricks of the trade

Kial and Helen barbequing up a storm

.

BBQ program
Kial, Adrian, Mark, Sruthi, Oliver and Angela have
continued to enjoy various venues for their wonderful
BBQ adventures. As the weather warmed up, the options
expanded for where to go. A definite favourite has been
by the water at Cattai.
The group divides their responsibilities with everyone
taking a turn at going shopping for the food items as
well as helping to cook the BBQ. Of course there is also
the ‘quality control’ of tasting the food and making sure it
meets their standard! This program was a great initiative
to enjoy the outdoors and the chance to take in natures
surrounds (and some delicious food!).
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With the evolving program at Bunnings there has been
opportunities for different people to join the core group
attending each week. Zach has embraced his role as
trolley organiser, whilst Angela loves to tidy the baskets at
the ends of each aisle. Adrian
remains the ‘quiet achiever’
with his wonderful work ethic
with Mark and Marcus whole
heartedly taking on the role
of community liaison, making
sure they welcome and
interact with members of the
public. A highly successful
program that has had great
achievements on a number
of different levels.

Angela teaching Miguel the tricks of the trade!

Wandana
Wellness, Creative Arts and Life Skills Centre

Wandana is specially designed to support individuals
with high and complex support needs in a nurturing
and therapeutic environment. Opportunities for
personal growth, creative and social development
as well as health and wellbeing are created both
at Wandana and within the community.
William at the Museum of Contemporary Art for the Bella Program.

Out and about
It is always great to get the opportunity to explore new
places and do some fun activities. A favourite from
the start of the year was a visit to Macquarie Park at
Windsor. Everyone enjoyed a picnic in the sunshine whilst
overlooking the Windsor river and listening to the birds
and the rustling trees.

é Wandana opening.
Keisha and Kerry at the Caf

Café Wandana
The grand opening of Café Wandana was a huge
success during this past year. It was a fantastic day and
experience for Keisha, Lucy, Sarah, Kerry and Asha. The
Café was beautifully decorated with pink and white
balloons and flowers. It was a great chance for the
office staff to come and socialise (and grab a delicious
lunch!). Keisha and Kerry took care of orders and pick
up, while Lucy and Sarah lent their culinary skills to help
out in the kitchen with preparing the food. It certainly
was refreshing to have a milkshake or frappe out in the
warm afternoon sun!

Another highlight was a trip to Taronga Zoo! Georgia,
Sarah, Corinne, Renee, Cathy and Maddy had a wild day
exploring the zoo. First stop was the chimpanzees who
had a new baby in the troop, then onto the elephants
getting their baths. The group took a simulated trip to
Sumatra to see the tigers and then spent lunch with
the red pandas. A quick trip to see the sea lions at the
underwater viewing platform was the perfect way
to finish the day. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed their
adventures at Taronga Zoo and their chance to “take a
walk on the wild side”!

Bella Program
A few of Wandana’s Day attendees were able to take
part in the Bella Plus Program at the Museum of
Contemporary Art which allowed them to partake in
their interaction program designed for people with
disabilities. It was a great opportunity to broaden their
creative strokes and they were able to experience the
exhibitions and installations.
Everyone enjoyed watching the chimpanzees’ antics at the zoo!
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Miroma
Miroma has continued to provide a myriad of
new opportunities for its participants living in
the Eastern Suburbs. This includes developing
individualised programs and activities which meet
the aspirations and development of each person
in their community, together with enhancing selfesteem, creativity and independence.

Inala and the talented artists who showcased their diverse
range of styles and techniques.
The focus of the exhibition was the way in which
individual expression in all of its diversity, invites a sense of
communal celebration and deeper connection with each
other. Art has the power to invoke the unique language of
every individual and also find the through line that exists
in all of us as human beings.
The exhibition comprised over 50 artworks, including
some exciting new additions to the collection - digital
print, sculpture, and textile works. A record number of
17 artworks were sold on the night. Our art coaches
were ‘over the moon’ with the feedback from this year’s
artworks.

A new way to connect
At the height of COVID-19 for those who couldn’t attend in
person due to the need to self-isolate Miroma introduced
Miroma Connect. Miroma Connect has and continues to
enable clients to participate to activities virtually through
the Zoom platform.

A move that matters
In September 2019 we transferred our operations from
Bellevue Hill to Kensington Park Community Hall. This
enabled us to create local opportunities for our clients
who live in this area. The centre is set in a lovely park
which we have been thoroughly enjoying the outdoor
exercise parks and basketball court. We have also been
exercising our minds at Randwick Library reading books
in this quiet space.
Giving back to our new community, we are helping at
Randwick organic community garden which is a short
trip from the Kensington site. We help by mulching
paths, weeding and watering. Lastly we have been
stretching out with our yoga program with the guidance
of our friends at A Soundlife. Kensington Park only has
programs two days a week, but we hope we will be able
to extend and expand our services in this area to better
serve our clients who live in the Randwick LGA.

Artistic expression
Our Miroma Art Exhibition at the Gaden, Holdsworth
Community last September was, as always, a wonderful
event, enjoyed by the artists and their families, friends
and the local community. We were honoured to welcome
the Hon Gabrielle Upton and Woollahra Council Mayor Cr
Peter Cavanagh who officially launched the event, using
the word ‘community’ to encapsulate the essence of
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Miroma have delivered over 60 hours of programs. From
daily group chat or one to one chats to dancing or one to
one craft or even music therapy, the aim was the
same - to stay in touch with the members of our
community and to assist each other to go through the
hard time that isolation can be.

Our Community
What could have easily separated us, has resulted in
bringing us even closer together and heightening our
sense of community.
Woollahra Council was one of the first to come forward
and offer assistance through their very generous rent
relief for The Gunyah followed by them checking up on
those at Miroma and asking whether we needed anything.
A Sound Life came to the party by providing us with yoga
and music sessions via Zoom.
Between April and July, four of Miroma’s team members
had the opportunity to support our North West residents.
This experience brought the East and the North West
together and created strong connections between our
teams and the people we
support.
We are happy to report
that whilst lifestyles have
changed dramatically due to
COVID-19, we all managed to
stay physically and mentally
active and as strong as ever.

Miroma Connect dance program.

The annual Miroma Art Exhibition opening night.

Accommodation Appeal
Inala is committed to providing
accommodation to the many individuals
on our waiting list who are seeking a
home. In response, we officially launched
our Accommodation Appeal at the Gala
Dinner on 1 November, 2018.

Since the launch of our Accommodation Appeal in 2018, many people have
come together and generously contributed. We are thrilled to announce that
we now have $3 million committed towards our goal of raising $4.5 million to
build two new homes.

$4.5

We are very excited to have purchased the first block of land for one of the
new homes in Castle Hill. Inala has partnered with NASR Group and Kennedy
and Associates for this project and design plans are already underway for
the first home. This will become a home for five residents, enabling more
individuals to create a life of their own, to live in a home of their own, and to
develop the life skills and confidence that flows from this.
Thank you to everyone who has made this possible! As we continue our
fundraising efforts to reach our final target, we wish to recognise the response
and commitment of so many friends and supporters in helping make a
difference in the lives of those living with disability. We are truly grateful for
every gift towards this end, recognising that each has given significantly
according to their means.

$3

Major Donors
We would like to acknowledge the very significant and long term commitment of
a number of major donors towards the Accommodation Appeal. Their support
is deeply appreciated both in its scale and in its generosity of heart. A list of all
supporters can be found on page 22.
Andrew & Natalie Best

Sam & Jill Holden

Tim & Lucy Regan

Bill & Marissa Best

Peter & Sharon Ivany

Josh Ritterman (Viv Court Traders)

Robin Borrud

Nicola & Ian Jackman

Stanley Roth

Diane Boyd

Ian Landon Smith Foundation

Garry Rothwell

Michael Bushell

ICAP

John & Anne Rumpler

Ian & Clara Copp

Intercontinental Hotel Double Bay

Kelly & Rob Salteri

John & Julia Cordukes

David Lesnie

Edward Simpson

Rob Cropper

Marshall Family Foundation

Phil Staub & Jackie Vidor

Tony & Coleen de Saxe

Shirley Marshall

Susan Stuby

Richard & Betty Gibb

Roger & Hilary McFetridge

Wenkart Foundation

Angus & Kimberley Holden

Andrew Michael & Michele Brooks

Justin White

J Holden Family Foundation

Petersen Family Foundation

Sally White OAM
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Our Friends and
Supporters
Community is at the heart of everything we do at
Inala. We are proud of our partnerships and are
very grateful to the generous organisations and
individuals who support us in so many ways.

At our 2019 AGM we recognised and thanked the
following:
Dr Fariya Kabir, Dr Louise Goggin, Paul Green, Maree
and Steve Rychvalsky, Camilla Brown, North West Rapid
Transport, Anthony Felton - Cherrybrook Technology
High School.

Life Membership Awards
Inala acknowledges the contribution of the following
people and honours their outstanding service to the
Bill Best

Joan Hammond

Wilma Riley

Barbara Brown

John Holden

John Rumpler

Blanche d’Alpuget

Judith Howard

Mick Ryan AM

Coleen de Saxe

Ian Hyman OAM

Heather Ryan

Raymond Dunlop

Gail Marshall OAM

Roy Sims

Lesley Evans

Jim Morrow

Anita Stach

Lori Farrar

Joy Morrow

Susan Stuby

Angela Gallagher

Kim Nicholas

Jean Watts

Richard Gibb AM

Edith Ormai

John Wilshire

Barbara Gibb

Peter Ormai

Judy Whitlam

James and Justin at the ICAP Charity Day.

Volunteers
While this year has seen many changes to events and
visits to Inala, this has meant fewer opportunities for
volunteers. However, we would like to thank those
who were able to volunteer with us over the year. We
appreciate your contribution and would like to give
particular thanks to:
• The students from St Ignatius’ College, Riverview and
Pacific Hills Christian School, for helping us keep our
grounds looking beautiful.
• NAB, Commonwealth Bank and Macquarie Bank
employees for their ongoing support at various events.
• The musicians from A Sound Life who bring so
much joy to many through regular music sessions at
Miroma, even adapting their delivery methods through
COVID-19.
• Richard Kerslake who regularly gives his time and
photography skills to capture our events.
If you are interested in opportunities to volunteer at
Inala, please contact Lucy Regan, Communications and
Engagement Manager at lregan@inala.org.au.

Community awards
The Inala Community Awards were initiated by Inala to
recognise and acknowledge individuals and organisations
in our wider community who have significantly
contributed to Inala and those we support.
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Congratulations to Ian Hyman OAM and Edith and Peter
Ormai for being awarded Inala’s highest honour, the Inala
Life Membership Award. Your support for Inala is deeply
valued and enormously appreciated.
Ian Hyman OAM is a great supporter of Inala, and has
been responsible for the annual Charity Lunch, which
has raised over $1 million dollars for Inala since 2011. Ian
was also a very committed member of Inala’s Board of
Directors from October 2012 – February 2018, chairing
the Building and Assets Management subcommittee.
Edith and Peter Ormai have been long standing
members of the Inala community since its founding in
1958. Edith’s son and Peter’s
stepson, Andrew Bak was one
of the original founding clients
at Inala. Edith and Peter have
been active supporters of Inala
for over 60 years, supporting
external events and functions
and being regular donors
during this time.
Edith and Peter receiving their award.

Local community
Community is at the heart of everything we do at
Inala and we are very grateful for the support of local
businesses and clubs and their role in enriching the
wider Inala community, particularly through the more
challenging times we have experienced this past year.
In particular, thanks to local Cherrybrook businesses

Leaving a legacy
In last years Annual Report we acknowledged the sad passing
of Inala parent, Charles Weber. Charles (fondly known as Charlie)
had been an active member of the Inala Community since
1960, with his daughter Kathy who now lives at Karimi and will
attend Inala’s new Mature Age Service.
This year we were humbled to hear that Charles had bequested
a sizeable donation to Inala in his estate. This has since been put
toward the Accommodation Appeal, so that other individuals
can create a life of their own in a home of their own. Thank you,
Charles.
Charles’ son, Andrew, delivering the

George’s Fine Meats, Martelli’s Fruit Market and Coonara
Chemist; they went above an beyond the call of duty,
particularly during lockdown to organise no-contact
deliveries directly to Inala. We would also like to thank
Woolworths Cherrybrook who assisted us with special
opening hours and Good Neighbour Plumbing who are
always on hand in times of need.
Thank you to a number of organisations and government
bodies who have supported Inala through various grants
including West Pennant Hills Sports Club, Magpies
Waitara, Rose Bay Rotary, ICAP, James N Kirby, Woollahra
Council, Julian Leeser MP, Dominic Perrottet MP and Paul
Fletcher MP for your generous support.

cheque to Inala.

Inala Events
As with many organisations, many of our events
had to be postponed, cancelled or reinvented due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. What would have been our
second annual Mother’s Day Lunch at Foys Restaurant
overlooking the water had a change of scene, where
everyone connected with us virtually, overlooking the
keyboards in the comfort of their homes.
While it has been a year of ups and downs for Inala
events, we are hoping that 2021 will bring us back
together for some more, in person, community events!

Virtual Mothers
Day Lunch
$12,000

Market Day
$19,500

Charity Lunch
$52,500

Trivia Night
$42,500

Bonnie Doon
Golf Day
$15,500

Incredible impact
We would particularly like to thank the Marshall Family’s generous commitment to once again match donations for the
2020 Tax Appeal. After a very uncertain few months for many due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were absolutely blown
away by the response to our appeal. With the matching from the Marshall Family, we reached an incredible figure of
almost $425,000 raised to go toward our Accommodation Appeal. This remarkable amount donated by our generous
community led to us surpassing the $3 million mark of the appeal, taking us even closer to our goal of building two new
homes to provide opportunities for individuals with disability to live a life of their own.
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Thank You
We would like to say a huge thank you
to our many donors, sponsors and
partners. Your generous contribution
and support enable us to continue
to provide an environment where
individuals with disability can Create
lives of meaning; Connect with one
another; and Grow to discover what’s
possible.
Donors
Libby Adler
Aeon Chamber Music Ensemble
Nicole Aldridge
Beverley Allen
Carina Amit
Tony & Sue Anderson
Catherine Arena
John Armfield
Ian Armstrong
Graeme Armstrong
WSSK Armstrong Trust Pty Ltd
Johanna Ashburn
Rob and Thelma Ashton
Assetline Capital Pty Ltd
Anthony Astley
Patricia Bajenoff
Elaine Baker
Jennifer Baldwin
Julie Basle
Lesley Beadell
Natalie Bell
Graziana Bella
Henry and Robin Bennett
Bill and Cathy Bennett
Anne-Marie Bennett
Andrew and Natalie Best
Bill and Marissa Best
Louise Birt
Celia Bischoff
Norma Blackwood
Mark Bonney
Mario Borg
Robin Borrud
Norma Bou’nehme
Diane Boyd
Alison Bradford
Camilla Brown
Alastair and Kate Brown
Barbara Brown
Deborah Brown
Andrew and Kate Buchanan
David Buckland
Jeanette Burcham
David Z Burger Foundation
Ursula Burgoyne
Phil Burne
Burrabaroo Foundation
Vilma Burrows
Mike Bushell
The Hon M W Campbell
Tom Carment
John Chambers
Alice and Ricky Chan
Rex Chandler
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Arthur Charles
Cherrybrook Technology High School
Sharn Chisholm
Mark Cleaver
Julie Collier
Rodney Commins
Patricia Connolly
Alexandra Cooper
Bruce Cooper
Paul Cooper
Ian and Clara Copp
John & Julia Cordukes
E B Cox
Peter Cush
Libby Davidson
Tony and Coleen de Saxe
Blanche d’Alpuget
Ron Dean-Willcocks
David Dembo
Janet Dempster
Melinda Dixon
Mara Doyle
Patricia Dunstan
Tony and Julie Duthie
dVT Group
DW Advisory
Nicole and Andy Eagling
William Edwards
Andrew Edwards
Ted Edwards
Con Efthimiadis
Kirsty Eggmolesse
RJ Ellicot
Ron Enestrom
Entertainment Book Publications
Everyday Hero Pty Ltd
Extreme Fire Solutions
Allan and Lori Farrar
Jane Farrell
Nick Farr-Jones
Anthea Fawcett
Annie Fenwicke
Jim and Annie Fenwicke
Elwan Ferguson
Peter Flanders
Diana Fraser
Richard and Jane Freudenstein
Fiona Frost
Eric and Tonia Gale
Kathy and David Gallop
Claire Gardner
Prue Gary
Renato Giacco
Richard and Barbara Gibb
Neil Gibson
Terry Giles
Helen Goddard
Barry Grady
GNP Group Pty Ltd
Derek Hall
Alan Hayes
John Head
Louise Hendriks
Joy Herbert
Barbara Herron
Barbara Higgs
Angus and Kimberley Holden
Bonnie Holden
J Holden Family Foundation

Sam & Jill Holden
Shirley Hollands
Sarah Holt
Jane and Ivan Holyman
Jim Hope Murray
Elisha Hopkinson
ICAP
Josephine Irish
Peter Ivany
David Ivers
Nicola and Ian Jackman
Todd and Katie Jaques
Jennmar Australia Pty Limited
Abigail Jessop
Warwick & Ann Johnson
Mark Johnson
Sarah Jones
Caroline and Simon Jones
Jord International
Geoff and Anna Joyce
Sue Kalleres
S Kastacopoulis
Nina Kavourmas
Henry Kazar
John Kell
Van Kendall
Lesley Kernaghan
Tom & Marian Kerslake
H & N Khamis Pty Ltd
James N. Kirby Foundation
Craig Kneebone
Maurice Koop
Robyn Ladbrooke
Laidlaw Foundation
Ian Landon Smith Foundation
James Landon-Smith
Ian & Nan Landon-Smith
Scott Langdon
Edith Lassak
Toby Lawson
Tina Lee
Lendlease
Graham Lenzner
David Lesnie
David Levi
LifeHealthcare
Ken Linke
Lions Club of West Pennant Hills
Liveware Solutions
Living Edge Rental
Phillip Lupton
Terrence Lynch
Rob & Sally Mactier
C Mandarakas
Ian Manton-Hall
Sue Marendy
Renee Marinescu
Shirley Marshall
John & Gail Marshall
Marshall Family Foundation
Martelli’s Fruit Market
Peter Martin
Andrew Martin
Lady Martin OAM
Eveyln Mason
Steve & Dawn McBride
Colin McCarthy
Carol McGee
Lois McKimm

Andrew McKinnon Presentations
Jan Melville
Jane Merrillees
Richard Mews
Andrew Michael & Michele Brooks
Brenden Miller
Stephen Mitchell
Mobile Fleet Services
Moffitt Family Foundation
Michael Moon
Luke Morgan
Janelle Muldoon
Valerie Mullins
Andrew & Prim Murray Family Foundation
Music Teachers Association of NSW Ltd
Tony Muston
John Mutton
NASR Group Pty Ltd
Nathan’s Smash Repairs Pty Ltd
Navarra Care Foundation Pty Ltd
M C Ngu
Kim and Anne Nicholas
Leigh Norman
M Nugara
The Nyholm Family Trust
Naomi O’Brien
Philippa O’Dea
Michael O’Dea
Robin Odell
Origin Foundation
Edith Ormai
Outreach Orchestra
Michael Page
Maggy Papadakis
Harry Partridge
Hazel Penterry
People One
Karen Petersen
Petersen Family Foundation
Howard Pitts
Libby and Peter Plaskitt
Vickie and Cameron Poolman
Martin Porteous
Ron Porter
Robin Poynter
Provincial Investments (NSW) Pty Ltd
Natasha Raine
Lucy and Tim Regan
Nigel and Edwina Renton
Ruby-Jean Reyes
Wilma Riley
Ellessia Rinaldi
Mario Rinaudo
Susan Rintoul
Annabel Ritchie
Josh Ritterman
Lionel Robberds
Byron Rose
Rotary Club of Dural
Rotary Club of Rose Bay
Stanley Roth, AM
Garry Rothwell
Jennifer Ruiz
John Rumpler
Freda Sabbah
St Ignatius’ College, Riverview
Kelly Salteri
Glendon Sanford
Chris Sanford

Mark Seymour
Anthony Seymour
Alex Shaw, OAM
Roy Sims
Peter Sinclair
Victoria Smith
David Smithers
David Smyth
Gavin Solomon
Andrew Spring
Phil Staub & Jackie Vidor
Steiner Pohl Foundation
Emma and Dominic Stevens
Keith Stevens
Harriet Stodart
Susan Stuby
Lesley Studans
Judy Sullivan
Superwise Financial
Jirsch Sutherland
Sue Swan
Sydney Air 2000
Robin and Peter Tabrett
Liz and Pike Talbert
Irene Tam
Santo Tanudi
Alexander Tanudjaja
Scott Taylor
Rodney Thomas
Ian Thompson
Kam Tim Tam
Justine Toll
James Toose
Nina Tu
Bonnie Tulloh
United Music Teachers of NSW Association
Pamela Uther
Rebecca van Bilsen
Peter Vrachas
Richard Walker
Bronwyn Wall
Fergus & Veronika Walshe
E Walter
Bryan Webster
Wenkart Foundation
West Pennant Hills Veterinary Hospital
Wexted Advisors
Brian White
Sally White OAM
Justin White
David Whitford
Michele Wienstien
A Wilkin
Kim Williams, AM
Carol Williams
John Wilshire
Ray Wilson
Warwick Wright
Razia Zullfiqar

Bunnings Rouse Hill
CIMSability
Clearskincare Clinics
Country Culture
Crowne Plaza Terrigal
Department of Infrastructure and
Regional Development
Dracakis Jewllers
Eden Art Framing
Elanora Country Club
Ellerston Capital
Elton Consulting
Flow Interiors
Football Federation Australia
Foys Kirribilli
Gaden Café
George’s Fine Meats
Good Neighbour Plumbing
H&N Khamis
Hampton Water & Rose Bay Wine Festival
Hotel Ravesis
Hyman’s Valuers & Auctioneers
InterContinental Sydney Double Bay
Jan Logan
Joh Bailey Hair Salon
Jord International
Kooindah Waters Golf Club
Macquarie Bank
Magpies Waitara
Martelli’s Fruit Market
Mercure Kooindah Waters
Mobile Fleet Services
Mosman Rowers
NASR Group Pty Ltd
National Australia Bank
National Car Search
New South Wales Golf Club
Nexia Australia
Officeworks Castle Hill
Outdoor Movies Australia
Pacific Hills Christian Grammar School
Pita Mix
Pure Plumbing Professionals
QANTAS
Randwick Golf Club
Redfield College
Rotary Club of Rose Bay
Saxons Group
St Ignatius’ College, Riverview
Strathfield Superbowl
Sydney Cricket & Sports Grounds
Sydney Zoo
Tangara School
Taylors Wines
The Australian Ballet
Vaucluse Cellars
West Pennant Hills Sports Club
Wolper Jewish Hospital
Woollahra Council

Sponsors and partners
APG & Co
Art Gallery of NSW
Australian Chamber Orchestra
Australian Turf Club
Axel Mano Designs
Bill Buckle
Bonnie Doon Golf Club
Brown Forman
Bunnings Eastgardens
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Treasurer’s Report
A summary of our financial statements for the 2019-2020
financial period is presented on the following page to this
report. The 2020 Audited Financial Statements will be
available on the ACNC website in December 2020.
This year has been unique as we responded to the
COVID-19 crisis. We have been able to effectively
manage the financial impacts and continue to provide
care and services to our clients throughout the year.
We acknowledge the contribution and co-operation we
have received from staff, clients and families as we have
navigated the pandemic landscape.
Despite the challenging circumstances experienced
particularly since February, this year we have:
•
•

•

•

•

Continued to offer care & support services to clients
throughout the pandemic.
Retained all our permanent staff on their pre
COVID-19 contracted hours without accessing the
Commonwealth Jobkeeper scheme.
We have received a single donation in excess of
$1 million and donations from our major Capital
Fundraising Appeal continue in line with pledges
notwithstanding the difficult economic conditions.
Exchanged contracts for the purchase of the
first property funded under the Accommodation
Appeal and planning is underway for the design &
construction of a residential home.
Responded to the challenges associated with the
continuing changes to the funding provided under
the NDIS, in both Supported Independent Living and
our Community, Social and Recreation programs.

Financial results
Inala has continued to grow and has again achieved a
sound financial result for the year under review.
Some of our key financial highlights for the year include:
•
•

•

•

Our fee income has continued to grow.
We have continued to benefit from the passionate
philanthropic support from the Inala community. Our
gross receipts from fundraising and events exceeded
$2.65 million. We hold sufficient funds from the
Accommodation Appeal to pay for the purchase and
construction of the first of two proposed residential
properties.
We have improved our net cash position with the
total cash on hand at the end of the financial year
now $8.0 million.
We continue to strengthen our managed investment
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•

portfolio, to support Inala’s longer term strategic
needs and objectives.
We have invested over $500,000 in new capital
expenditure during the year, including three new
single wheelchair accessible vehicles and $160,000
of new computer hardware.

The year ahead
The Board has approved a budget for the new financial
year in line with long term sound financial management
and capital investment required by the organisation. This
budget reflects the challenges facing the industry both
with the continuing impact of COVID-19 and the adverse
financial impact of the recently announced changes to
funding provided under the NDIS. As a result we do not
expect the results for 2020/21 to be as strong as the past
few years.
This coming financial year will see us:
•
•
•
•

Commence construction of the first home funded
under the Accommodation Appeal.
Commence operation of the new Mature Age Service
on the Cherrybrook campus.
Increase staffing in our administration & support
functions, including appointment of a HR Manager.
Begin preparations for the renegotiation of the Inala
Enterprise Agreement with our staff.

With thanks
I acknowledge the continuing contributions of my
colleagues on the Finance & Risk Management
Committee, Judith Howard and Ian Copp, and extend my
personal appreciation for their support and advice to the
Board and management generally over the last year.
On behalf of the Committee, I acknowledge the efforts
of Deryk Andrew, Finance Manager, Martin Porteous
and Rebecca van Bilsen, Joint CEO’s, the executive
management team and the staff of Inala for their
contribution to another healthy financial result.
I thank the many donors, supporters and event sponsors
who continue to provide generous and continuing
contributions to supplement the funds generated from
our underlying operations.

John Rumpler | Treasurer

Summary of audited financial statements
INCOME

2020

2019

2,654,507

1,299,360

486,115

407,834

24,798,740

20,815,405

Investment income

299,167

102,372

Other income

147,908

892,367

28,386,437

23,517,338

166,341

166,901

Employee benefits

18,547,871

16,659,746

Other expenses

4,648,180

3,823,980

TOTAL EXPENSES

23,362,392

20,650,627

SURPLUS

5,024,045

2,866,711

Total assets

32,663,068

26,279,074

Total liabilities

6,747,722

5,387,773

NET ASSETS

25,915,346

20,891,301

Fundraising
Government grant income
Fee income

TOTAL INCOME

EXPENSES
Fundraising and events
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‘

We believe that a community exists when
people experience a sense of belonging,
when people know each other, support
each other and each person is enabled to
contribute in his or her own way.

Inala Head Office
99 Franklin Road, Cherrybrook, NSW 2126
T: (02) 9680 1000 | E: reception@inala.org.au

inala.org.au

’

